V. POLICE RADIO TRANSMISSIONS

The Providence Police Department provided investigating detectives with audio files of the radio transmissions related to the officer involved use of force incident. The radio transmissions were provided in two (2) continuous audio files that combined for a total of one hour twenty-nine minutes and thirty-six seconds (01:29:36) in length. The following is a summary of the relevant recorded radio transmissions for the Providence Police Department until the point that rescue was dispatched to the scene. Please reference Appendix XIX for the Providence Police Dispatch Report.

A. Providence Police Department

20:16:20 hours – Patrolman Thiago Gomes, who was assigned to a construction detail located at Charles Street and Admiral Street, reported that the occupants of a black Nissan Pathfinder fired projectiles from the vehicle, which broke the window of a worker’s vehicle at that location. The suspect vehicle fled outbound on Admiral Street.

20:16:52 hours – Dispatch activated the alert tone to broadcast a shots fired call based on the information received from Patrolman T. Gomes on scene.

20:17:11 hours – A male caller reported that he was on Whipple Street, when a black SUV approached his location. An occupant of the vehicle shot a projectile from inside the vehicle and struck him in the head. The caller believed the weapon may have been a possible BB gun. The caller reported that the vehicle was bearing Rhode Island passenger registration [REDACTED]. The suspect vehicle fled outbound on Douglas Avenue.

20:23:49 hours – Patrolman T. Calandra responded to Douglas Avenue and Whipple Street to meet with a complainant, who stated that he was riding a bicycle on Whipple Street, when a black SUV pulled up to him, one of the windows on the vehicle went down and he observed the barrel of a gun. As he turned away, he was struck in the back of the head with a projectile, that he believed may have been from a BB gun.

20:23:52 hours – Sergeant Michael Troia was at Roger Williams Hospital on a separate matter, when he was approached by a female party that stated an occupant of a large burgundy colored
sport utility vehicle pointed a rifle at her face as she was standing in front of the hospital located at 825 Chalkstone Avenue.

20:25:50 hours – Patrolman T. Calandra broadcast a description of the suspect vehicle and the license plate after the complainant confirmed the information.

20:26:06 hours – Dispatch rebroadcast a description of the suspect vehicle on Channel 1.

20:26:46 hours – A female caller reported that an occupant of a cranberry colored sport utility vehicle, threw an unidentified object at the windshield of her vehicle, causing it to shatter. The complainant reported that the vehicle was operating recklessly and identified the location of this incident as Carleton Street at Roanoke Street. The passenger inside the complainant’s vehicle, stated that she believed she heard a “gunshot” just prior to the windshield breaking.

20:29:55 hours – A complainant reported that he was located at 33 Dearborn Street and there were at least two (2) unidentified subjects on scene, who were shooting at him and his co-workers with possibly BB guns. The complainant stated that the subjects arrived in a black sport utility vehicle and subsequently began chasing the individuals around the yard of this commercial area, while shooting projectiles at them.

20:30:40 hours – A second complainant reported that he was located at 33 Dearborn Street and unidentified, young male subjects arrived at that location in a dark colored sport utility vehicle. The male subjects subsequently exited the vehicle and began shooting projectiles toward him and several other people on scene. The complainant believed that the weapons utilized by the unidentified male subjects were possibly BB guns or paintball guns. He described the subjects as young boys and that one (1) of the subjects was wearing a “durag” on his head and a light blue shirt. This subject was said to be in possession of a rifle and the complainant believed there were a total of three (3) subjects that exited the suspect vehicle.

20:30:47 hours – A third complainant reported that he was in the area of Dearborn Street and subjects pulled up in a sport utility vehicle, exited the vehicle and began shooting projectiles at them with a possible BB gun long rifle.

20:31:45 hours – A fourth caller called in from the area of Dearborn Street and reported that subjects pulled up to his location, got out of the vehicle and started shooting a BB gun at individuals. The caller reported that the window on his work vehicle was shot out and that he was also struck in the head by a projectile.
20:32:07 hours – Officers were dispatched to a report of two (2) male subjects that exited a large, black sport utility vehicle (SUV) and were shooting at individuals on Dearborn Street with possible BB guns. District Five (5) cars were sent to the area of Dearborn Street.

20:32:51 hours – Sergeant Lafferty requested that the District Four (4) and District Five (5) cars flood the area, in an attempt to locate the suspect vehicle.

20:33:54 hours – Patrolman Campbell broadcast the vehicle’s location as traveling inbound on Manton Avenue at the intersection of Delaine Street.

20:34:03 hours – Patrolman Campbell broadcast the vehicle’s location as traveling on Hartford Avenue outbound from Olneyville.

20:34:34 hours – Patrolman Vadney broadcast that the suspect vehicle was traveling onto Route 6 East.

20:34:58 hours – Lieutenant Sean Carroll asked if there was an active motor vehicle pursuit. Patrolman Sherrill and Patrolman Campbell respond that they are only following from a distance and that the vehicle continued onto Route 10 North and may have taken the Dean Street exit or continued onto Route 95.

20:36:13 hours – Patrolman Murnighan reported hearing tires screeching in the area of Dean Street and Atwells Avenue.

20:36:27 hours – Lieutenant Carroll confirmed with dispatch that there was no active pursuit.

20:36:45 hours – Patrolman Murnighan responded to Dean Street at Atwells Avenue and reported that several pedestrians observed a black SUV travel outbound onto Atwells Avenue at a high rate of speed.

20:37:14 hours – Patrolman Murnighan broadcast the vehicle location as traveling on DePasquale Avenue toward Broadway.

20:37:34 hours – Sergeant Kantorski broadcast that the vehicle overtook him by traveling left of center and continued on Broadway toward Olneyville Square, past the car wash.

20:37:46 hours – Sergeant Kantorski broadcast that the vehicle traveled through Olneyville and onto Hartford Avenue outbound.
20:41:40 hours – Captain Fernandes asked dispatch if there were any complainants for these incidents. Several Officers report that they have identified complainants.

20:43:09 hours – A caller reported that he witnessed the vehicle, described as a black Nissan SUV, traveling on Manton Avenue toward Hartford Avenue, and stated that police should be careful because the occupants had big guns in the back seat. The caller stated, “I seen the kid with a long neck in the back seat.”

20:49:32 hours – The Providence Fire Department contacted the Providence Police Department to advise that they were responding to [redacted] Manton Avenue, 2nd floor for a report of a male party that was shot in the face by a possible BB gun.

21:19:13 hours – Patrolman Ryan Malloy was dispatched to [redacted] Manton Avenue, 2nd Floor, Patrolman Scott Campbell took the call.

21:23:16 hours – Patrolman Scott Campbell cleared the scene at Dearborn Street and responded to [redacted] Manton Avenue. Patrolman Ryan Malloy was on scene and broadcast that the address was [redacted] Manton Avenue, 2nd Floor.

22:44:05 hours – E911 caller reported that he was attacked in Kennedy Plaza and fled toward the Garrahay Judicial Complex. No further information was provided.

23:42:32 hours – Patrolman Manown broadcast that a suspect vehicle fled from the Rhode Island State Police at a high rate of speed on Potters Avenue. The vehicle was observed to be operating aggressively, almost striking two (2) other vehicles on the roadway. The vehicle was described as a convertible sedan bearing Tennessee license plates.

23:43:13 hours – Lieutenant Jennette inquired if officers were in pursuit of the suspect vehicle.

23:43:18 hours – Patrolman Manown stated that he was attempting to catch up to the vehicle on Route 10.

23:43:23 hours – Lieutenant Jennette advised Patrolman Manown that if the vehicle traveled onto the highway, to stop following the vehicle.

23:43:26 hours – Patrolman Voyer broadcast that the suspect vehicle was similar to the description of a vehicle involved in a shots fired incident located on Julian Street the previous day. (CCR# 21-51568)
23:43:37 hours – Patrolman Voyer observed the vehicle traveling on Route 10 toward downtown Providence and advised that the vehicle had out-of-state license plates.

23:44:37 hours – Patrolman Voyer broadcast that the suspect vehicle took the Dean Street exit from Route 10 and that he was following the vehicle from a distance. Patrolman Manown and Patrolman Najarian are also in the area.

23:45:02 hours – Dispatch was contacted by the Rhode Island State Police to advise that the suspect vehicle, had fled from a Trooper on a motor vehicle stop and the vehicle was wanted by the State Police for motor vehicle violations only at that time.

23:45:04 hours – Patrolman Voyer broadcast that the suspect vehicle may have traveled toward the direction of District Seven (7).

23:45:40 hours – Patrolman Voyer lost sight of the suspect vehicle, unknown direction of travel.

23:45:47 hours – Sergeant Clary requested dispatch to get further information on the suspect vehicle from the Rhode Island State Police.

23:45:56 hours – Rhode Island State Police notified Dispatch that the suspect vehicle was only wanted for motor vehicle violations at that time.

23:46:09 hours – Sergeant Clary asked dispatch if the Rhode Island State Police had a plate on the suspect vehicle.

23:46:20 hours – Dispatch asked Patrolman Manown if he observed the license plate on the suspect vehicle.

23:46:23 hours – Patrolman Manown stated that the suspect vehicle was bearing a blue Tennessee plate on a dark colored convertible sedan and observed the suspect vehicle flee from a motor vehicle stop initiated by the Rhode Island State Police.

23:47:11 hours – Rhode Island State Police advised Dispatch via intercity radio that the suspect vehicle was last seen in the area of the Coca-Cola Factory and the vehicle was described as a dark colored BMW bearing Wyoming registration [redacted]

23:48:00 hours – Dispatch broadcast the suspect vehicle as bearing the Wyoming license plate as provided by the Rhode Island State Police.
23:49:13 hours – Dispatch advised over Channel 3 that the Rhode Island State Police request a stop and hold if any officers are to come into contact with the suspect vehicle.

23:49:28 hours – Patrolman Tavarez broadcast, “I just spoke to State, they said the car is headed on Valley towards Manton.”

23:49:39 hours – Patrolman Cooney, Patrolman Manown, Patrolman Urizar and Patrolman Prete respond to the area to search for the vehicle.

23:50:57 hours – Rhode Island State Police Lincoln Woods Barracks called Providence Police Dispatch to inquire if there were any updates on the suspect vehicle.

23:54:10 hours – Patrolman Tavarez broadcast over Channel 1, “Ma’am, just to clarify, I am not pursuing that vehicle. That was just information that I obtained from a Trooper.”

23:54:49 hours – Patrolman Manown observed the suspect vehicle and broadcast that it was traveling on Theresa Street inbound on Manton Avenue. The vehicle turned onto Amherst Street and traveled onto Atwells Avenue inbound.

23:55:44 hours – Lieutenant Jennette inquired over Channel 1, “which vehicle is this?”

23:55:50 hours – Patrolman Manown broadcast that the suspect vehicle was now operating at a high rate of speed.

23:56:03 hours – Lieutenant Jennette inquired, “Is this the one State Police only had motor vehicle violations on?”


23:56:14 hours – Patrolman Urizar broadcast, “I am right in front of it, it’s on Valley in front of the Price Rite. It’s passing Clift, now it’s passing the old Tiburon sight (Valley at Harold Street). Still going at a high rate of speed. Just passing River right now. Just overtook two (2) vehicles, almost striking one (1).”

23:56:32 hours – Lieutenant Jennette broadcast, “Alright, 300 let’s break that off, notify State and let them know where the car is. I want the Providence cars to disengage.”

23:56:45 hours – Patrolman Urizar acknowledged.
23:56:53 hours – Patrolman Urizar broadcast that the vehicle was last seen traveling onto Orms Street toward Smith Street.

23:56:58 hours – Patrolman Urizar broadcast, “breaking off now.”

23:57:45 hours – Dispatch notified the Rhode Island State Police Lincoln Woods Barracks via landline, that the last location of the suspect vehicle was on Orms Street.

00:49:15 hours – E911 caller reported that a vehicle was driving around in the area of Manton Avenue and Steuben Street with a rifle style weapon, possibly a BB gun. The occupants were pointing the rifle at individuals and shooting projectiles from the vehicle. The female caller further stated, “it’s a rifle!” The caller stated that the suspect vehicle was a two (2) door, three (3) series blue BMW with tinted windows. The female caller advised that the passenger was wearing a white shirt and that he was holding a rifle. She could not provide a description of the passenger but stated that the vehicle was traveling back and forth in the area of Manton Avenue. She stated that approximately twenty (20) minutes prior to this telephone call, the suspect vehicle had stopped in the middle of the roadway and pointed the rifle from the window of the vehicle. The caller reported that her parents were outside and observed a marked police cruiser attempting to stop the suspect vehicle.

00:51:17 hours – Patrolman Cooney was dispatched to the area of Manton Avenue and Steuben Street for a report of suspicious activity. Dispatch provided a vehicle description and advised that a subject was possibly in possession of a BB gun/unknown rifle.

00:51:40 hours – Patrolman Cooney asked for a possible license plate on the suspect vehicle and asked if it matched the description of a vehicle from earlier that was, “running around.”

00:51:47 hours – Dispatch responded that no plate was given.

00:51:55 hours – Dispatch cleared Channel 1 and asked, “all cars refrain from using Channel 1 at this time.”

00:52:55 hours – Patrolman Cooney broadcast that he had arrived at the location of Manton Avenue and Steuben Street but did not observe the vehicle.

00:53:01 hours – Dispatch acknowledged Patrolman Cooney and reiterated that the suspect vehicle was reportedly pointing the BB gun out of the car window and gave a description of the subject.
00:53:19 hours – Patrolwoman Rosso responded to the area to assist Patrolman Cooney.

00:54:24 hours – Patrolwoman Rosso broadcast over Channel 1 that the suspect vehicle was operating at a high rate of speed outbound on Manton Avenue toward Olneyville Square.

00:54:41 hours – Patrolman Voyer broadcast that the vehicle almost hit him head-on.

00:54:57 hours – Patrolwoman Rosso broadcast that the vehicle turned onto the highway from Hartford Avenue. Patrolwoman Rosso broadcast that she lost sight of the vehicle.

00:55:39 hours – Dispatch notified the Rhode Island State Police over intercity radio.

00:55:55 hours – Sergeant Perez requested the vehicle description and last known location.

00:56:01 hours – Patrolwoman Rosso broadcast the vehicle description, location and direction of travel.

00:56:16 hours – Patrolman Voyer broadcast that it may be a vehicle from an earlier call and asked if the vehicle was bearing a Wyoming license plate.

00:56:33 hours – Patrolwoman Rosso stated that she could not get close enough to see the plate on the suspect vehicle.

00:57:07 hours – Patrolman Voyer advised Patrolman Cooney to play the area around Salmon Street as he believed the suspects may reside in that area.

00:57:12 hours – Patrolman Cooney acknowledged Patrolman Voyer and stated that he was going to make his way back to Salmon Street at King Street, to see if the suspect vehicle returned to that location.

00:57:33 hours – Dispatch notified the Johnston Police Department about the suspect vehicle over intercity radio.

00:58:15 hours – Dispatch notified the Johnston Police Department about the suspect vehicle over intercity radio.

00:59:50 hours – Lieutenant Jennette inquired if a plate for the suspect vehicle was obtained by Patrolman Voyer.
00:59:32 hours – Patrolman Voyer advised that he did not get the plate but that it did come over a few times as a Wyoming plate.

00:59:58 hours – Dispatch advised that Patrolman Voyer was referencing a possible match to prior broadcasts for a similar vehicle, where a Wyoming plate was reported.

01:00:13 hours – Patrolman Najarian puts himself out on a motor vehicle stop at Laurel Hill Avenue and Laban Street with a black BMW 3 series bearing Texas dealer plates. Patrolman Prete, Patrolwoman Heeder, Lieutenant Jennette and Sergeant Perez put themselves out on scene.

01:05:06 hours – A complainant reported that there were three (3) young, male subjects in the area of Kennedy Plaza and two (2) of the male subjects were in possession of rifles, possibly BB guns, firing projectiles at individuals in that area. The caller stated that he was with a male party, who was struck by a projectile and bleeding from an injury sustained to his face. Rescue was refused and the injured party left the scene.

01:07:52 hours – Patrolman Leroux was dispatched to Kennedy Plaza in the area of Exchange Street to investigate, Patrolman Lewis crosses over to assist.

01:08:59 hours – Dispatch received a call from security personnel at Bank of America located at 100 Westminster Street, that a male occupant of a black convertible, exited the vehicle and began shooting projectiles at individuals in the area. The caller stated that he observed the suspect pump the rifle and believed it was possibly a BB gun. The caller stated that the suspect appeared to be a younger male and was wearing shorts with a white tank top. The suspect then got back into the black convertible and fled towards Memorial Boulevard on Washington Street.

01:09:39 hours – A Brown University Transportation supervisor called dispatch and reported that a shuttle driver was located at Prospect Street (between George Street and College Hill), when she observed a black BMW convertible with four (4) occupants wearing masks, that were in possession of a rifle. The convertible top was down, and the female shuttle driver stated that one (1) of the occupants pointed the rifle at her.

01:10:07 hours – Patrolman Najarian advised it was not the suspect vehicle and cleared his motor vehicle stop at Laurel Hill Avenue and Laban Street.

01:11:17 hours – Patrolman Voyer advised dispatch that there had been a similar pattern of incidents during the Out-First shift and that the subjects had used a different vehicle.
01:18:57 hours – E911 caller reported that a vehicle with several young male occupants were driving around, while shooting possibly a pellet gun at individuals. The caller stated that she was struck in the face by a projectile and provided her location as the playground behind Hope High School on Brown Street and Olney Street. The caller provided the plate on the vehicle as Wyoming registration [redacted]. The suspect vehicle fled on Brown Street toward Olney Street.

01:20:57 hours – Patrolman Najarian broadcast that the suspect vehicle was fleeing from him at a high rate of speed from the Whole Foods parking lot, headed outbound on North Main Street.

01:21:18 hours – Patrolman Najarian began to pursue the vehicle on Randall Street toward Charles Street and broadcast that the convertible top was down.

01:21:38 hours – Patrolman Najarian broadcast that he was pursuing the vehicle on Charles Street towards Corliss Street and West River Street. Patrolman Najarian stated that the driver of the vehicle was pointing something at him.

01:21:55 hours – Patrolman Najarian broadcast that the suspect vehicle nearly struck another motorist.

01:22:09 hours – Lieutenant Jennette broadcast to dispatch that the vehicle was actively wanted for multiple Felony Assaults.

01:22:19 hours – Patrolman Najarian was in pursuit of the suspect vehicle and was traveling on Charles Street approaching Loreto Street.

01:22:29 hours – Patrolman Najarian was in pursuit of the suspect vehicle, which turned left onto Branch Avenue.

01:22:34 hours – Lieutenant Jennette advised dispatch to notify the North Providence Police Department via intercity radio.

01:22:39 hours – Patrolman Najarian was in pursuit of the suspect vehicle, which was traveling on Branch Avenue. Patrolman Najarian observed the vehicle driving recklessly and failing to stop at multiple red light traffic signals.

01:22:47 hours – Patrolman Ramalho advised they are now actively involved in the pursuit.

01:22:56 hours – Patrolman Najarian broadcast that the suspect vehicle turned onto the on ramp for Route 146 South and officers were still in pursuit.
01:23:03 hours – Lieutenant Jennette advised dispatch to notify the Rhode Island State Police via intercity radio.

01:23:05 hours – Patrolman Najarian broadcast that the suspect vehicle was traveling on Route 146 South and passed the Admiral Street exit.

01:23:13 hours – A male caller reported that three (3) male subjects, operating a dark colored convertible, exited the vehicle and attempted to “jump him” on Pratt Street. The caller advised that he was able to run away from the subjects.

01:23:42 hours – Patrolman Najarian began to broadcast the pursuit over Channel 1.

01:23:58 hours – Patrolman Najarian broadcast that the suspect vehicle was traveling on Route 95 South.

01:24:05 hours – Patrolman Najarian broadcast that the suspect vehicle was entering onto Route 6 West from Route 95 South.

01:24:13 hours – Lieutenant Jennette inquired as to the number of occupants in the suspect vehicle and how many Providence Police vehicles are involved in the pursuit.

01:24:17 hours – Patrolman Najarian advised that there are two (2) to three (3) occupants in the suspect vehicle.

01:24:28 hours – Patrolman Najarian broadcast that the vehicle continued on Route 95 South and was passing exit 20. Dispatch advised the Rhode Island State Police over intercity radio.

01:24:48 hours – Patrolman Najarian broadcast that the suspect vehicle was entering onto Route 195 East toward East Providence.

01:24:55 hours – Dispatch notified the East Providence Police Department via land line.

01:24:58 hours – Lieutenant Jennette directed dispatch to notify the Massachusetts State Police.

01:25:30 hours – Patrolman Najarian broadcast that the suspect vehicle was traveling on Route 195 East passing the Gano Street exit. Dispatch updated the location over intercity radio.

01:25:54 hours – Patrolman Najarian broadcast that the suspect vehicle was passing exit 1B on Route 195 East.
01:26:17 hours – Patrolman Najarian broadcast that he lost sight of the vehicle.

01:26:27 hours – Patrolman Najarian broadcast that the convertible top on the suspect vehicle was now down and the vehicle was occupied by two (2) to three (3) subjects. The vehicle was bearing a Wyoming license plate. One (1) of the occupants was wearing a blue bandana on his head with his shirt off and this subject pointed something, which appeared to be a firearm, at him (Patrolman Najarian).

01:27:03 hours – Dispatch updated the Rhode Island State Police and the East Providence Police Department over intercity radio.

01:27:56 hours – Lieutenant Jennette advised dispatch and the involved cars over Channel 1, that they will be ruling out that the suspects are in possession of a BB gun after he spoke with the Brown University Supervisor and a female shuttle driver. The driver believed it to be an actual firearm. Based on this information and the fact that Patrolman Najarian observed what he believed to be a firearm being pointed at him from a suspect in the vehicle, Lieutenant Jennette stated that they will be ruling out a BB gun for both, Officer Safety and Public Safety.

01:28:13 hours – Over intercity radio, a dispatcher broadcast that a rifle was being fired at officers from the suspect vehicle.

01:28:19 hours – Patrolwoman S. Fernandez broadcast that the suspect vehicle was traveling at a high rate of speed traveling toward the Providence Place Mall.

01:28:30 hours – Patrolwoman S. Fernandez broadcast that the vehicle was passing the Providence Place Mall. Lieutenant Jennette inquired about the vehicle’s direction of travel.

01:28:43 hours – Patrolwoman S. Fernandez broadcast that the suspect vehicle was traveling in front of the Providence Place Mall toward the Renaissance Hotel. Patrolwoman S. Fernandez then stated that the vehicle was traveling on Promenade Street toward the IHOP restaurant.

01:30:26 hours – Patrolman K. Endres was located at Chalkstone Avenue and Raymond Street, when he observed the suspect vehicle travel toward him and lost sight of the vehicle after it turned left onto Chalkstone Avenue toward Roger Williams Hospital.

01:31:08 hours – Lieutenant Jennette asked if any officers were in pursuit of the vehicle. No officers were in pursuit at that time, but Lieutenant Jennette advised to use caution searching the
area, as the suspect vehicle had been operating in a reckless manner. The last known location was outbound on Chalkstone Avenue.

**01:31:43 hours** – Patrolman R. Joseph observed the vehicle and broadcast that the suspect vehicle was on Chalkstone Avenue at Mount Pleasant Street.

**01:23:16 hours** – Patrolman R. Joseph broadcast that the suspect vehicle has crossed over Mount Pleasant Avenue and continued outbound on Chalkstone Avenue toward Manton Avenue.

**01:32:36 hours** – Lieutenant Jennette advised any officer involved in the pursuit, to use caution in the area of Triggs Golf Course, as the roadway can be dangerous in that area.

**01:33:04 hours** – Patrolman R. Joseph broadcast that the suspect vehicle was on Chalkstone Avenue and turned left onto Manton Avenue. Patrolman R. Joseph lost sight of the suspect vehicle but broadcast that it may have turned into the Stop and Shop parking lot. Several cars check the area of the Stop and Shop.

**01:41:41 hours** – Patrolman E. Silva observed the vehicle headed inbound on Fruit Hill Avenue, in the direction of Sergeant Perez at the CVS. The vehicle then turned onto Woonasquatucket Avenue.

**01:42:37 hours** – Sergeant Troia observed the suspect vehicle and broadcast that it was traveling on Manton Avenue outbound toward the City of Johnston.

**01:42:52 hours** – Sergeant Troia followed as the suspect vehicle traveled onto Greenville Avenue toward Killingly Street in Johnston. The suspect vehicle then turned left onto Killingly Street toward Providence.

**01:43:22 hours** – Sergeant Troia broadcast that the suspect vehicle was approaching the highway on Killingly Street.

**01:43:47 hours** – Patrolman Manown broadcast that the suspect vehicle was getting onto Route 6 East. The suspect vehicle continued past the Hartford Avenue exit and traveled onto Route 10 North.

**01:45:17 hours** – Lieutenant Jennette reiterated that he only wanted three (3) to four (4) Providence Police vehicles in the pursuit, to include Sergeant Perez.
01:45:48 hours – Patrolman Manown broadcast that the suspect vehicle had passed the Dean Street exit and was headed toward Route 95 North.

01:47:13 hours – Lieutenant Jennette broadcast that he had learned from Detectives, that the suspects and vehicle matched several counts of Assault with a Dangerous Weapon (ADW) from the Out-First shift.

01:47:22 hours – Patrolman Manown broadcast that the rear passenger was a light-skinned subject wearing a blue cap with long hair. The suspect vehicle was the same convertible BMW with the top down.

01:48:09 hours – Patrolwoman Sanchez broadcast that the vehicle was traveling on Route 95 North and passing exit twenty-six (26) toward exit twenty-seven (27) into Downtown Pawtucket.

01:48:43 hours – Dispatch broadcast that the Pawtucket Police Department was aware of the pursuit and have officers that are in the area of the pursuit at that time.

01:49:15 hours – Patrolman Manown broadcast that the suspect vehicle took the School Street exit off of Route 95. Patrolwoman Sanchez broadcast that the vehicle then turned right off of the exit.

01:50:46 hours – Patrolwoman Sanchez broadcast that the suspect vehicle was traveling the wrong way on School Street (one-way street).

01:50:51 hours – Lieutenant Jennette advised the cars not to follow the suspect vehicle in the wrong direction on School Street.

01:51:40 hours – Sergeant Perez then broadcast that the suspect vehicle was traveling on Prospect Street toward downtown Pawtucket. Sergeant Perez directed dispatch to notify the Central Falls Police Department.

01:52:07 hours – Patrolwoman Sanchez broadcast that the suspect vehicle was entering onto Route 95 South.

01:52:55 hours – Patrolman Sepe broadcast that the vehicle was traveling on Route 95 South toward Providence from Pawtucket and was approximately one (1) mile from exit twenty-five (25).

01:53:32 hours – Patrolwoman Sanchez broadcast that the suspect vehicle's front bumper was dragging on the roadway.
01:53:38 hours – Patrolman Urizar broadcast that one (1) of the tires on the suspect vehicle was sparking on the roadway.

01:54:00 hours – Patrolman Sepe broadcast that the suspect vehicle took exit twenty-five (25) and that he was not involved in the pursuit at that time, as he was too far back from the vehicle.

01:54:06 hours – Patrolman Urizar picked up the pursuit and broadcast that the suspect vehicle was traveling on Smithfield Road towards the Speedway gas station and then turned left onto Silver Spring Street inbound.

01:54:43 hours – Patrolwoman Sanchez stated that the vehicle was emitting smoke.

01:55:02 hours – Patrolman Urizar broadcast that the suspect vehicle was traveling on Silver Spring Street and just crossed Branch Avenue.

01:55:09 hours – Patrolman Urizar broadcast that the suspect vehicle turned right from Silver Spring Street onto Branch Avenue and passed Metcalf Street.

01:55:15 hours – Patrolwoman Sanchez broadcast that the suspect vehicle lost its right front tire.

01:55:19 hours – Patrolman Urizar broadcast that the suspect vehicle was now on Branch Avenue traveling outbound and just passed Luna Street.

01:55:29 hours – Patrolman Urizar broadcast that the suspect vehicle was now on Branch Avenue traveling outbound and turned left onto Hawkins Street.

01:56:12 hours – Patrolman Urizar broadcast that the suspect vehicle turned right onto Admiral Street, then turned left onto Douglas Avenue inbound.

01:56:23 hours – Patrolman Urizar broadcast that the vehicle was continuing on Douglas Avenue past Coggeshall Street at a low rate of speed of approximately thirty (30) miles per hour.

01:55:37 hours – Patrolman Urizar broadcast that the suspect vehicle was continuing on Douglas Avenue past the PC Mart.

01:56:49 hours – Patrolman Urizar broadcast that the suspect vehicle had turned right onto Eaton Street and was now traveling outbound.

01:57:00 hours – Patrolman Urizar broadcast that the suspect vehicle turned left onto Pembroke Avenue from Eaton Street.
01:57:08 hours – Patrolman Urizar broadcast that the suspect vehicle continued on Pembroke Avenue, then onto Smith Street, where the vehicle turned right, traveling outbound and continued past Huxley Avenue.

01:57:58 hours – Patrolman Urizar broadcast that the suspect vehicle continued on Smith Street then turned left onto Whitford Avenue.

01:58:15 hours – Lieutenant Jennette advised for only a few cars to be involved in the pursuit and for all other cars that may be in the area to utilize caution.

01:58:25 hours – Patrolman Urizar broadcast that the suspect vehicle turned left onto Wabun Avenue. The vehicle then turned left onto Academy Avenue and turned left onto Whitford Avenue. The suspect vehicle’s rear tire has now gone flat and was sparking.

01:59:13 hours – Patrolman Urizar broadcast that the suspect vehicle turned left onto Home Avenue then turned right back onto Whitford Avenue toward Mount Pleasant Avenue.

01:59:44 hours – Patrolman Urizar broadcast that the suspect vehicle then turned left onto Mount Pleasant Avenue and was traveling toward Chalkstone Avenue. The suspect vehicle continued on Mount Pleasant Avenue.

02:00:36 hours – Patrolman Urizar broadcast that the suspect vehicle turned right onto Montrose Street. The vehicle then turned left onto Erastus Street toward Atwells Avenue.

02:01:09 hours – Patrolman Urizar broadcast that the suspect vehicle turned right onto Atwells Avenue toward Manton Avenue. The vehicle then turned left onto Manton Avenue and turned right onto Salmon Street. Patrolman Urizar broadcast that the suspect vehicle had smoke pouring out from underneath the vehicle. The vehicle continued on Salmon Street toward a dead end.

02:01:18 hours – Lieutenant Jennette broadcast that the car was about to box itself in at this location. He stated that the occupants will have to bail out of the car and called for cars to respond to the area in the event of a foot pursuit.

02:02:07 hours – Patrolman Najarian broadcast that the suspect vehicle was driving directly at him and did not appear to be attempting to stop.

02:02:04 hours – Patrolman Najarian broadcast that the suspect vehicle had crashed.
02:02:32 hours – Sergeant Perez broadcast the location as King Street. Moments later Sergeant Perez broadcast, “Code 3 – APPREHENDED.”

02:03:15 hours – Dispatch announced CODE 3 – SUBJECTS APPREHENDED.

02:03:43 hours – Sergeant Perez requested dispatch to have Rescue respond to the scene. Dispatch requested the location where the rescue was needed. Sergeant Perez confirmed that the location was King Street at Salmon Street.